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Abstract. We consider generalized Gaussian random fields given by equations Piti = vi , in 
S c Rq,i = 1,2, where P, are positive elliptic operators of order 2p, vi are Gaussian white 
noises. It will be established that in case when q is even the Gaussian measures corresponding 
to El and (2, respectively, are equivalent iff when deg (PI - 9) < 2p - 4 . 
Let Pipi = 1,2, be positive elliptic 
Pi = c 
1. INTRODUCTION 
type operators given by 
nh(t)F, ah(t) E C”, i = 1,2, 
and satisfying conditions 
where dl, d2 are constants, ]I . ll~, denotes Soboljev’s norm and S C Rq is a bounded domain 
(i = 1,2). 71; are Gaussian white noises in the sense that ni : C,-(S) + H, where H is a 
Hilbert space of random variables with finite second moments and the mapping is linear, 
continuous and 
Let us speak that the generalized Gaussian random field <i satisfies equation 
(2) Pi<i = vi, in S, i= 1,2, 
if <i : C?(S) -+ H is linear and for all ‘p E C,oO (S) 
(piCpt<i) = ($7, %)t i = 19 2, 
and from p, pk E C,“(S) and kl~mm SUP($, cp - PiPk) = 0, where $ E C?(S), (II, Pi$) 5 1, 
it follows that (C,p) = iirnW(&,Pi(Ok). A typical example for such field is the generalized 
solution t of stochastic differential equation 
Lt = 6, ins, 
where 6 is a standard white noise in domain S, L is an elliptic operator. In this case P = 
L’L, 7 = L’6 (see [3]). In papers [2], [4] it was proved that condition deg (PI - Pz) < 2p- 4 
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guarantees that Gaussian measures corresponding to (1, & are equivalent. In [2] the necessity 
of this condition was given for some special type of operators. 
In [l] the necessity of condition deg (Pi - Ps) 5 2p - f was proved for operators 
Pi,(iS 1,2) , with constant coefficients and for stationary fields &, (i = 1,2). 
In this paper I prove the following statement under conditions (1) and smoothnes of 
bounded coefficients a;(t) . 
Theorem Gaussian measures j~i (i = 1,2) corresponding to the solutions of stochastic 
differential equations (2), in a bounded domain S, with positive elliptic type operators Pi , 
satisfying conditions (1) with even q are equivalent, ~1 - ~2 , if and only if deg (Pi - Pz) < 
2P - $. In case of odd q from ,~i - ~2 it follows that deg (Pi - P2) < 2p - $ . 
2. Proof. From Theorem 2 in (41 it follows that for measures ,ul and ~2 corresponding to 
(1 and E2,~1 - ~2 if deg (Pi - Ps) < 2p - 4. 
We have only to prove that from ,UI - ~2 it follows that deg (Pi - P2) < 2p - 4 . For 
this reason we shall use Theorem 1 from [4], which states that Gaussian measures pi,/.~2 
corresponding to <i,& are equivalent, if and only if the measures corresponding to ni,nz, 
are equivalent. 
For any point to E S and for every ,B (I/3] > 2p - f, ]/?I = pi + . . . + ‘0,) we shall give 
-. 
an estimate r:(p) which depends on a realization of vi in domain S and we shall prove 
that ?$ (8) -L ai (to) almost surely (with probability l), i = 1,2. This result shows that 
condition deg (PI - Ps) < 2p- 4 is necessary for equivalence of measures ~1, ~2 corresponding 
to 71,712 * 
In the sequel we assume [ = (1, p = ~1, P = PI. For convenience to build up the esti- 
mates in the beginning we put in the following ordering the exponents, which was proposed 
in [l]: from ]cr] < ]p] or from jcx] = ]p] and f: c$ < 5 # if follows that a < ,3 . 
i=l i=l 
For every p we take y(p) = (71, . . . . yq), 7k = 1 + s/?k, k = 1, . . . . q, where E is small. Let 
us take such a U E Cr (S) f or which (DPU, U) > 0 and by the help of it the following 
“testing functions” 
u m,n = U(nd ny (t - to)) - m), 
where d > 0 is small enough, 
m = (ml, . . . . mq), 77Zi E N, m E n7S, nrt = (nr*tl ,..., nrqtp). 
For the maximal value of ,8 the estimate has the following form 
WV, d2 
Tn = ,,,gys (Dpu, u) n(PlY)+(iPI-n)d . C(S)’ 
where C(S) means the volume of S. 
For other ,B we may assume that a,(t), t E S, is determined for ,B c a. Let Q(D) = 
*Fpo&) D o and the estimate will be given by the help of this differential operator: 
R= c Wn,n,t~)~ - Vm,n>QUm,n) 
mEn,S (DPU, u) n@~y)+(IPI-q)d . C(S) 
It remains only to show the following lemma for proving the theorem. 
Lemma. If P satisfies the conditions in the Theorem then for I/?] > 2p - 4, to E S , we 
have 
T,, - ap(tc),if n - co, with probability 
and for the maximal value of ,E 
T, + o&o), with probability 1. 
1, 
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J’roof. For simplicity let to = 0.7 being a Gaussian white noise and the supports U,,, are 
for different m nonoverlapping we have that the random elements (Um,n, 7) are independent 
for different m. This means 
Em~7sL d2 = E ( c (Um,n, ?))z =( c 
7nEn-f.s 
= C( u m,n t PUnI,*). 
TTlEfl~S 
After transformation of variables one can get 
(K%,ll1 P~fn,n) = c nd(‘a’-q)+(o~r)-iri U(s), aa((s + 77~)n-~-~)(D~ U)(s) . 
I4S2P ( 
From here it follows for the makmal value of ,B 
ET, = c c n-ill ,(%r)-(P,r) ,d(l4-IPl) cDp; v) . 
rnEn’S lal52p c(s) I 
.(U(s), a,((s + rr~)n-~n-~) (Do U)(s) 
> 
For arbitrary 6 > 0 and sufficiently large n we have 
rnzx ;;! J a, ((s + m) nsr nqd) - a,(O) ) < 6, 
rnzx ;;; 1 a, ((s + 771) nm7 nvd) 1 c Ii, 
because of a, E C” . This means 
ET, - (U(s), [ap ((s + m)nmdnS7) 
..(a,r)-(P,r),d(lul-IPI) . (U(s), a,((s+ m)n-dn-y) (DQU) (~1) / I 
,<J 
n-IYI c- 1 
t?IE?IYS 
C(S) (DWJ) 
As for any o < p we have (Q, y) < (P, y) and 6 > 0 is arbitrary one can get 
ET, + ap(0) as n + co. 
In the same way it can be proved that Eyn --* ap(0) as n + 03 in the case when /3 takes 
not more the maximal value. 
Now we estimate the variance of T,, . As n is a Gaussian white noise we get 
D”T, = D2 c (Urn,d)2 
mEn,S (DPU, U)n(Ply)+(IPI-q)dC(S) 
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< h-2 . c (u ,2$$(>;j; < Ii3n 2max,<a(a,7)--2(P,r)-I~I+?(?~-IPl)d 
rnEr&~S 
Because of E, d being small one can get y;;(&, 7) - 2p, (P, 7) - [PI, 171 - q and this means 
for any IPI > 2p - 4 
D’T, = u(nq6), 6 > 0. 
Consequently, from the gaussianness of 77 and according to ET, - up(O) we obtain T,, - 
up(O) a.s. (in the same way !$ - up(O) a.s. when /3 is not maximal). Therefore, the Lemma 
and Theorem are proved. 
Finaly, I wish to thank Professor Rozanov for his guidance and attention. 
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